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Barnaby Jones Season One Barnaby Jones (Buddy Ebsen) brought a folksy
flair to crime-solving that made this TV detective series a huge success for
much of the 1970s. The show's first season begins with Barnaby coming out of
retirement to track down his son's murderer. After solving the crime, Barnaby
realizes he misses the life of the sleuth and resumes working cases, with his
son's widow, Betty (Lee Meriwether), helping him unravel the quirky cases that
come his way. Paramount/CBS
Cannon Season 2, Volume 2 Living by his wits rather than his fists, portly,
deep-voiced private eye Frank Cannon (William Conrad) continues to crack
the cases that defy the LAPD in the second half of season 2 of this story-driven
1970s crime drama. Cannon uses a gun when he needs to, but top-notch
detective work and expert driving of his Lincoln Continental are usually
sufficient to manhandle the killers, kidnappers and extortionists that bedevil
his diverse clientele. Paramount/CBS
The Stepfather Mom's (Sela Ward) new boyfriend, David (Dylan Walsh), isn't
quite right and Michael knows it. A series of mysterious events leads the teen
to suspect that David might in fact be a dangerous serial killer known for
preying on families. Now, all he needs to do is gather evidence before it's too
late. Nelson McCormick directs this spine-tingling remake of the 1987 thriller
based on the real-life story of killer John Emil List. Sony
My Three Sons Season 2, Vol. 1 The rib-tickling tale of widower Steve Douglas
(Fred MacMurray) and his boisterous lads appears in its earliest incarnation in
these black-and-white episodes from the long-running sitcom's second
season. For sons Mike (Tim Considine), Robbie (Don Grady) and Chip (Stanley
Livingston), Midwestern life is a jumble of homework, school dances and
attractive new neighbors; Dad tries to set a good example while getting in
romantic tangles of his own. Paramount/CBS
Naruto Shippuden 6 The epic adventures continue in these episodes from
the hit anime series that follows the exploits of young ninja Naruto, who has
just returned home from a years-long training mission with legendary warrior
Jiraiya. As Naruto takes on his former master with the help of his old pal
Sakura -- who's gained some impressive new powers herself -- members of
the dreaded Akatsuki seek to capture Naruto's former rival, Gaara. Vol. 6
contains episodes 22-26. Viz/Warner
Hot Wheels Battle Force 5, Season 1 Strap yourself in for six episodes of this
frenetic animated series following a talented team of teenage speed demons
on their mission to defeat powerful foes from an alternate dimension. When
The Vandals and The Sark threaten the future of the human race, it's up to Vert
Wheeler and his crew to seek out the Battle Keys, which possess the power to
close the portal that permits their enemies to cross over into our reality.
Episodes include, "Starting Line," "Gearing Up," Common Cold War," "Basic
Training," "Missing In Action," and "Junkyard Dogged." Warner
Criss Angel Mindfreak Collectors Edition No-one could be more mesmerizing
than Criss Angel. This fantastic DVD set collects his greatest feats in one
surreal gift case. Go behind the scenes with today's most exciting master of
surrealism in CRISS ANGEL: Mindfreak. A cross between Harry Houdini, Cirque
Du Soleil and Fear Factor, each mind-boggling episode of CRISS ANGEL:
Mindfreak captures the creative genius at work, preparing and training for his
often death-defying feats. The Criss Angel Mindfreak - Collectors Edition DVD
Set includes Mindfreak Season 1, Mindfreak Season 2, and the Halloween
Special all packaged in a lenticular outer slipcase. As the box is rotated, Criss
slowly disappears from the package, and the Mindfreak logo moves up and
down on the spine of the box. A&E
Wanda Sykes I'ma Be Me In her second comedy special for HBO (filmed at the
Warner Theater in Washington, D.C.), Wanda Sykes brings her take-noprisoners comedy style to bear on Barack Obama's presidency, Republican tea
parties and the inhuman torture that is bikini waxing. Whether she's sharing
true stories about her interracial lesbian marriage or doing hard time as a
performer on a gay cruise, Sykes is frequently abrasive -- and fearlessly funny.
HBO
Cowboys & Outlaws Herding 6 million steers from the southern tip of Texas to
the great frontier of the American West, cowboys forged opportunity from
hardship as they pursued the American Dream -- all chronicled in this
fascinating documentary. Drawing on the drovers' correspondence and
journals, the film also uses archaeological evidence and forensics to paint a
picture of what life was like at the edge of the known world for these gritty
individualists. A&E
JFK 3 Shots That Changed America Using rarely seen primary source materials, this intense History Channel documentary examines the 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy, an event that changed not only the course
of American history, but that of the world. Television news footage, radio
reports, home movies and eyewitness accounts offer in-depth details about
the tragic events of that November day and the resulting inquiries that
continue to generate controversy. A&E
The Warning A detailed look at the roots of America's worst economic crisis
since the Great Depression, this "Frontline" documentary exposes why
government officials refused to regulate emerging derivatives markets that
later ruined global financial systems. Director Michael Kirk focuses special
attention on the intriguing story of Brooksley Born, the head of a little-known
regulatory agency who fought in vain for the increased oversight of derivatives sales. PBS
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Law Abiding Citizen Clyde Shelton is an upstanding family man whose wife and
daughter are brutally murdered during a home invasion. When the killers are
caught, Nick Rice, a hotshot young Philadelphia prosecutor, is assigned to the case.
Over his objections, Nick is forced by his boss to offer one of the suspects a light
sentence in exchange for testifying against his accomplice. Fast forward ten years.
The man who got away with murder is found dead and Clyde Shelton coolly
admits his guilt. Then he issues a warning to Nick: Either fix the flawed justice
system that failed his family, or key players in the trial will die. Soon Shelton
follows through on his threats, orchestrating from his jail cell a string of spectacularly diabolical assassinations that can be neither predicted nor prevented.
Philadelphia is gripped with fear as Shelton's high-profile targets are slain one
after another and the authorities are powerless to halt his reign of terror. Only Nick
can stop the killing, and to do so he must outwit this brilliant sociopath in a
harrowing contest of wills in which even the smallest misstep means death. With
his own family now in Shelton's crosshairs, Nick finds himself in a desperate race
against time facing a deadly adversary who seems always to be one step ahead.
Anchor Bay
Universal Soldier: Regeneration With stolen top-secret technology, terrorists
have created a next-generation Universal Soldier - an elite fighter genetically
altered into a programmable killing machine. With this "UniSol" (Former UFC
Heavyweight Champion Andrei "The Pit Bull" Arlovski) leading the way, they seize
the crippled Chernobyl nuclear reactor, threatening to unleash a lethal radioactive
cloud. The only one who can stop them is Luc Deveraux (Jean-Claude Van
Damme), a UniSol who's been decommissioned for years. Reactivated and
retrained, Deveraux must make a full-out assault on the heavily armed fortress. But
inside, he'll discover not one but two of these virtually indestructible warriors.
Andrew Scott (Dolph Lundgren), Deveraux's vicious UniSol enemy from the
original Universal Soldier, has been secretly reanimated and upgraded. Now, these
elite fighters are locked, loaded and programmed to kill; and the fate of millions
hinges on this high-action showdown. Sony
Band of Brothers Based on the bestseller by Stephen E. Ambrose, Band Of
Brothers tells the story of Easy Company, 506th Regiment of the 101st Airborne
Division, U.S. Army. Drawn from interviews with survivors of Easy Company, as well
as soldiers' journals and letters, Band Of Brothers chronicles the experiences of
these men who knew extraordinary bravery and extraordinary fear. They were an
elite rifle company parachuting into France early on D-Day morning, fighting in
the Battle of the Bulge and capturing Hitler's Eagle's Nest at Berchtesgaden. They
were also a unit that suffered 150 percent causalities, and whose lives became
legend.. HBO
Family Guy Something, Something, Something Darkside The story of The Empire
Strikes Back is retold. Darth Vader (Stewie) is hunting the rebel Luke Skywalker
(Chris) and his troops relentlessly across the galaxy. On the ice planet Hoth, Luke
has a vision of his late mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi (Herbert), telling him to go to the
Dagobah system to learn the ways of the Force under Jedi Master Yoda (Carl).
Meanwhile Princess Leia (Lois) finds herself taking a shine to the scruffy pilot Han
Solo (Peter) and, against all odds, the two soon fall in love. But an encounter with
Han’s old friend Lando Calrissian (Mort) lands them in the clutches of the Empire.
Envisioning this, Luke chooses to forgo his Jedi training to save his friends. It all
comes to a head in a climactic confrontation with Darth Vader himself. Fox
WWII in HD The only people to see the war like this were the ones who lived it.
Until now. Seventy years in the making. Three thousand hours of color footage no
one knew existed. The first documentary to show World War II from the perspective of both sides in full, immersive HD color, the world premiere HISTORY series
WWII in HD uses the diaries of soldiers who fought in the war’s biggest battles to
create a personal, introspective and detailed look at life on and off the front lines.
Though it was illegal for U.S. soldiers to carry diaries, many hid them away in their
packs and recorded their experiences in detail. Now, through the use of these
diaries and other source documents, as well as HD color and on-location shooting
around the world, WWII in HD transforms their journey into a tangible piece of
history. Culled from rare color archival footage from an exhaustive worldwide
search and converted to HD with meticulous technique, WWII in HD provides a
picture of World War II as it has never been seen before. A&E
Whip It Hang onto your helmet and get ready to break away from the pack! Ellen
Page scores huge laughs as Bliss Cavendar, a small-town teenager with a big
dream: to find her own path in the world. Tired of following in her family's
footsteps of compliance and conformity, Bliss discovers a way to put her life on the
fast track...literally. She lands a spot on a rough-and-tumble roller derby team and
becomes "Babe Ruthless" - the hottest thing on eight wheels! Co-starring Drew
Barrymore (in her feature film directorial debut), Marcia Gay Harden, Juliette Lewis,
Daniel Stern and Jimmy Fallon, Whip It is a triumphant, free-spirited comedy
loaded with high-speed action and nonstop fun! Fox
Black Dynamite The city streets explode into violence when "The Man" kills Black
Dynamite's (Michael Jai White) brother in this seamless recreation of the blaxploitation classics of the 1970s. He was the best agent that the CIA ever had, but these
days Black Dynamite only answers to one boss himself. When "The Man" ices Black
Dynamite's brother, starts pumping heroin into the local orphanage, and floods
the ghetto with a secret weapon disguised as common malt liquor, the car chases,
gunfights, and shirtless brawls that follow prove wild enough to make even
Dolemite green with envy. Sony
Pandorium Dennis Quaid and 3:10 TO Yuma's Ben Foster star in this sci-fi thriller
from Christian Alvart (Antibodies). When two men emerge from a deep sleep in
the middle of space, they discover that they have no memories of who they are
and where they're going. But their memory loss pales in comparison to the
problem of the murderous warriors on board their ship who don't want to leave
anyone alive. Paul W.S. Anderson (Resident Evil) produces. Anchor Bay
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The Mob From Hollywood to Vegas The truth behind organized crime in
America! Two documentary series combined for 20 hours of criminal entertainment! The American Mob began at the turn of the 20th Century as
immigrants from Europe began pouring into US cities. Poor and isolated, these
immigrants banded together to develop a unique form of business called
organized crime. This unique DVD collection features two documentary series
focusing on The Mob's infiltration from the East to the West coast into the
booming cities of Las Vegas, Nevada and Hollywood, California throughout the
first half of the 20th century. Las Vegas: The City The Mob Made - chronicles the
untold history of this most American of cities...Las Vegas, the adult playground
in the sun. Organized crime played out in Las Vegas differently than it did
anywhere else in the country, and in the city that never sleeps, the organized
crime syndicate realized that in Vegas, you can arrive as a nobody...and leave a
King. Episode The Mob Before Las Vegas, Las Vegas Before the Mob, The Mob
Comes to Las Vegas, Las Vegas' Golden Age, On Top of the World, Las Vegas
Becomes a Modern City, Vegas Reinvents Itself, The end of Mob Rule in Las
Vegas, Corporate Vegas, Las Vegas - America's Third City, Bonus features
include:Vegas & The Mob Timeline. Hollywood vs. The Mob - reveals the truth
behind the myth of the American Mob and its godfathers. Through newspapers and film, the leaders of organized crime became household names, often
lionized in the mold of true American heroes, the rugged frontier individualists
of the past including Al Capone, Lucky Luciano and Meyer Lansky. Episode
Guide - Hollywood vs. The Mob:, The Mafia Comes to America - Little Caesar,
The Irish Gangs - The Public Enemy, Al Capone's Chicago Mob – Scarface, The
Law Gang: AKA the F.B.I. - G-Men, Lucky Luciano's New York Mafia - Marked
Woman, The Rackets - Loan Shark, The Black Mafia - The Black Godfather, 8: The
Jewish Mafia - The Purple Gang, The Godfathers - Honor Thy Father, Bonus
features include:Interactive Mob timeline and Hollywood actor and the
real-life Mob Boss photo slide show comparison. Mill Creek
The Simpsons Season 20 After 20 years of laughs, "The Simpsons" is back for
another season of pop culture enrichment. But what could Homer (voiced by
Dan Castellaneta), Marge (Julie Kavner), Bart (Nancy Cartwright), Lisa (Yeardley
Smith) and Maggie possibly do now to crack us up? With help from regulars
Hank Azaria and Harry Shearer who voice scores of voices between them -there's hardly a need for such a silly question. Episodes: - Sex, Pies and Idiot
Scrapes - Lost Verizon - Double, Double, Double, Boy in Trouble - Treehouse of
Horror XIX - Dangerous Curves - Homer and Lisa Exchange Cross Words MyPods and Boomsticks - The Burns and the Bees - Lisa the Drama Queen Take my Life, Please - How the Test Was Won - No Loan Again, Naturally - Gone
Maggie Gone - In the Name of the Grandfather - Wedding for Disaster - Eeny
Teeny Maya Moe - The Good, the Sad and the Drugly - Father Knows Worst Waverly Hills 9-0-2-1-D'oh - Four Great Women and a Manicure - Coming to
Homerica. Fox
Paper Heart Charlyne Yi does not believe in love. Or so she says. Well, at the
very least, she doesn’t believe in fairy-tale love or the Hollywood mythology of
love, and her own experiences have turned her into yet another modern-day
skeptic. Follow Charlyne across America as she and her good friend (and
director) Nicholas Jasenovec search for answers and advice about love, by
talking with friends and strangers, scientists, bikers, romance novelists, and
children. They each offer diverse views on modern romance, as well as various
answers to the age-old question: does true love really exist? Charlyne’s pursuit
to discover the nature of love takes on a fresh new urgency when she meets a
boy after her own heart: Michael Cera. As their relationship develops on
camera, her pursuit risks losing the person she finds closest to her heart.
Combining elements of documentary and traditional storytelling, reality and
fantasy, Paper Heart brings a fresh perspective to the modern romance and
redefines the classic love story. Anchor Bay
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt High profile District Attorney Mark Hunter
(Michael Douglas) has an impeccable record putting criminals behind bars
and is a shoo-in for governor in the upcoming election. But when ambitious
rookie journalist, C.J. Nicholas (Jesse Metcalfe) begins investigating Hunter for
tampering with evidence to secure his convictions, the district attorney’s
perfect record is up for scrutiny. Commencing a risky game of cat and mouse
with Hunter, C.J. frames himself as a murder suspect to catch the corrupt D.A.
in the act. Romantically involved with C.J. but unaware of his assignment,
Assistant D.A. Ella Crystal (Amber Tamblyn) becomes caught between her
boss’s political ambitions and C.J.’s dangerous exposé. As mounting evidence
stacks up against both men, Ella’s own life becomes threatened when she
discovers incriminating proof that puts the fate of both Nicholas’s innocence
and Hunter’s reputation in her hands. Anchor Bay
The Damned United From the Academy Award-nominated writer of The
Queen and Frost/Nixon, The Damned United is based on the incredible true
story of Brian Clough, one of England's greatest soccer managers and his 44
controversial days at the helm of reigning champs Leeds United. Michael
Sheen (Frost/Nixon, Underworld: Rise of the Lycans and Twilight Saga: New
Moon) triumphs as Clough starring alongside a winning ensemble cast that
includes Timothy Spall (Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire), Colm Meaney
(Layer Cake) and Jim Broadbent (Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince). This
inspiring and humorous sports drama is about the power of friendship in the
face of adversity and the stubborn will of one man to play by his own rules.
Sony
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The Collector's Choice Samuel Fuller Collection: It Happened in Hollywood
Sound motion pictures have come to Hollywood, and many of the stars of the
silent screen are having a tough time making the transition. Such is the case for
Western star Tim Bart (Richard Dix) whose real-life cowboy ways don't translate
so well to the talkies. Broke and out of options, Tim resorts to desperate measures
to raise money for a sick boy who idolizes him. Fay Wray plays Gloria Gay,
Tim's love interest and fellow silent-screen star., Adventure in Sarhara Deep
within the Sahara, chaos reigns at the French military outpost in Agadez, Niger,
when mutinous legionnaires oust their despised commander (C. Henry Gordon),
only to face later attacks from Arab raiders and the regiment's deposed leader.
Surrounded by enemies, the rebels realize they must work with their
ex-commander if they're to fend off the Arabs. Paul Kelly and Lorna Gray also
star in this vintage desert adventure. Power of the Press Writer Samuel Fuller
draws on his past experience as a newspaper editor to inform Lew Landers's
classic about wartime abuses of freedom of the press and what happens when a
publisher -- Howard Raskin (Otto Kruger) -- uses his paper as a political weapon.
Unluckily for Raskin, there are still a few honest journalists out there, and one of
them (Lee Tracy) is determined to bring him down. Gloria Dickson and Guy
Kibbee also star., Shockproof Jenny Marsh, still dangerously attractive after 5
years in prison for killing a man in defense of her shady lover Harry, clashes at
first with parole officer Griff Marat, who's determined to make Jenny go straight.
For lack of other prospects Griff finds Jenny a job in his own home, and his
objectivity about her wavers, while Jenny continues to meet Harry secretly.
However, when Jenny transfers her affections from Harry to Griff, the situation
becomes even more dangerous. & Scandal Sheet The editor of a New York
exploitation newspaper meets the wife he had abandoned years ago, while using
another name, at a LonelyHearts ball sponsored by his newspaper. She threatens
to expose him as a wife-deserter, wife-beater and an impostor, and, in anger, he
hits her with his fist and accidentally kills her. Later, when her body is found, he
assigns his protégé reporter to the story, as a good, exploitable follow-up story to
the ball. And, then, he is forced to sit back and watch while the reporter slowly
tracks down the killer. Sony
Bonanza Season One, Volume 1 & 2 A rousing theme song primed the pump for
this long-running Western set around the boomtown of Virginia City, Nevada.
Amid the swinging picks and scamming opportunists of the Comstock Silver
Lode, widowed cattleman Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene) minds his sprawling
Ponderosa Ranch as well as his three sons: even-keeled Adam (Pernell Roberts),
gentle giant Hoss (Dan Blocker), and hot-tempered Little Joe (Michael Landon).
Together, the tight-knit family tangles with the usual Western personae, usually
with more good sense than gunpowder. This release features all of the first-season
episodes in their entirety and with the original musical score. Parmount/CBS
Call Of The Wild Based on the classic novel by Jack London, this film stakes its
claim to being that rare breed of adventure series that parents and kids can enjoy
together. Adapted by screenwriter David Fallon and starring Nick Mancuso, this
exciting saga introduces Miles Challenger (Shane Meier), a 15-year-old boy
living in an Alaskan mining town at the turn of the century, whose life changes
forever when he encounters a heroic and powerful dog named Buck. Allumination
Fame This remake of the 1980s classic focuses on a group of young students
attending a high school for the performing arts. Classmates study various aspects
of performance from dance to songwriting to acting, all of them hoping for the
chance to one day become stars. Debbie Allen, Charles S. Dutton, Kelsey
Grammer, Megan Mullally, and Bebe Neuwirth portray the instructors, with a
host of newcomers toplining the production as the students. MGM
The Circuit Kylie Shines (Michelle Trachtenberg) -- the estranged daughter of
stock car racing legend Al Shines (Billy Campbell) -- is eager to follow in her old
man's footsteps. In fact, she's ready to replace him on his old racing team in this
family drama directed by Peter Werner. Dad, however, feels differently, and when
he decides that his daughter's talent is being exploited by the team's owner, he
challenges her head-on where it counts: the track. Vivendi
Place of Execution Journalist Catherine Heathcote (Juliet Stevenson) solicits the
help of investigator George Bennett (Lee Ingleby) for her documentary about the
1963 disappearance of a 13-year-old girl. But when Bennett abruptly stops
cooperating, Heathcote begins to unravel some surprising truths. Now Heathcote
may have to reevaluate her deep-rooted beliefs about justice. Based on the book
by Val McDermid, this "Masterpiece" special co-stars Greg Wise. PBS
Collision In the wake of a six-car crash that leaves two people dead, Detective
Inspector John Tolin (Douglas Henshall) and Senior Investigating Officer Ann
Stallwood (Kate Ashfield) launch an investigation that unearths dark personal
secrets, corporate crime and even murder. Meanwhile, Tolin and Stallwood must
deal with their own relationship and come to terms with their past in this "Masterpiece" program. PBS
The Civilian Conservation Corps Discover how President Franklin Roosevelt
addressed the pressing economic and environmental challenges of his time in this
documentary about the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the agency founded
to boost the economy by creating jobs in natural-resource conservation. The year
was 1929: the stock market had just crashed, unemployment was rising, and the
Midwestern farmers were losing valuable topsoil to the first winds of the Dust
Bowl. Realizing that drastic action was needed in order to prevent an all-out
economic collapse, President Roosevelt proposed the CCC and put 250,000
Americans to work in the first two months alone. By day, the workers would
construct flood barriers, fight fires, plant trees, and maintain roads on both
private and federal land; by night, they would attend classes designed to educate
them and instill them with valuable job skills. In July of 1942, the economy was
on an upswing and the program was dissolved, but the impact of this important
agency can still be felt today by the millions of American families who frequent
national parks every year. PBS
Mustang Journey of Transformation Lost in time, the Himalayan Kingdom of
Mustang is one of the last sanctuaries of authentic Tibetan Buddhist culture. But,
long isolated by geography and politics, the people struggle to survive and the
center of their culture, the fifteenth century monasteries and the art within are
dangerously close to collapse. Mustang - Journey of Transformation, tells the
compelling story of the efforts to rescue this ancient place from the brink of
extinction and help spark a cultural renaissance. Storytellers include His Holiness
the Dalai Lama; the King of Mustang; and Luigi Fieni, the chief art restorer. PB
The Witches Hammer Top secret Project 571 brings Rebecca (Claudia Coulter)
back from death, turning her into a vampire assassin tasked with killing other
vampires. But when a gang of the undead destroys Project 571, Rebecca fights to
keep the souls of the damned off the earth. Joining forces with two priests, she must
kill master vampire Hugo Renoir before he releases the damned souls and forces
earth into eternal darkness in this horror adventure. MTI
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American Experience The 1930's The 1930s collection examines America’s
response to the unprecedented economic crisis that threatened the nation during one
of history’s most tumultuous decades — a decade that is increasingly a touchstone
for our own. In a series of five films, this American Experience explores politics
and culture during the Great Depression through eyewitness accounts and rare
archival footage. The 1930s touches on themes straight from the 2009 news
headlines beginning with the problems with banking security, stock market
manipulation, and speculation that led to theCrash of 1929 and the subsequent
Great Depression. In 1933, newly-elected President Franklin D. Roosevelt
launched an unprecedented economic stimulus package as part of what he called
the New Deal. One of the most popular New Deal programs, The Civilian Conservation Corps, put young men to work for $1 a day. Two months later, thousands of
skilled workers began construction on Hoover Dam, one of the greatest engineering
projects of the modern era. Meanwhile, farmers and residents of the Great Plains
suffered through a catastrophic eight-year drought in Surviving the Dust Bowl.
Finally, Depression-wary Americans found an unlikely hero in a champion
Thoroughbred horse named Seabiscuit. “The past offers us the opportunity to see
the shape of human experience,” says American Experience executive producer
Mark Samels. “As we navigate through our current global recession, the likes of
which we haven’t seen in more than 75 years, Americans can look to the ’30s to
help understand how we got here, and where we may end up next.” PBS
The Christmas Clause A stressed-out mother makes a Christmas wish for a different
life, only to realize that the sweet life doesn't come without its fair share of cavities in
this uplifting holiday fantasy starring Lea Thompson. Between maintaining her career
as a high-powered lawyer, tending to her three kids, and maintaining her relationship
with her loving husband, Sophie Kelly (Thompson) never has a spare minute to
herself. When Sophie takes her kids to the mall and Santa asks her what she wants for
Christmas, she impulsively wishes for a new life. Subsequently transformed into a
successful, single attorney who heads up her own firm, Sophie discovers that not even
the advances of a handsome young bachelor can make her forget the time she shared
with her beloved family. And come Christmas Day, Sophie will never be able to go
back to her old life. With time running out and the snow starting to fall, Sophie learns
that no life is as perfect as it seems from afar, and the only way she'll ever be truly
happy is by going back to the people who love her most. MTI
Grey Gardens Based on a true story, this made-for-TV drama stars Jessica Lange and
Drew Barrymore as the aunt and cousin of Jackie Kennedy Onassis (Jeanne Tripplehorn) both named Edie Beale -- who retreat from tony Manhattan society to a
mansion in East Hampton, N.Y. After years in isolation, the women are thrust into the
spotlight when journalists report on a series of health inspections that find the house
and its owners in shocking disarray. Warner
Horror Classics 50 Movies Get an instant library of some of the greatest horror
classics ever to come out of Hollywood on twelve double-sided DVDs. Never has
such a comprehensive collection of great classic horror films been assembled in one
exciting package. Included: The Amazing Mr. X, The Ape, Atom Age Vampire,
Attack of the Giant Leeches, The Bat, Beast of Yucca Flats, The Black Dragons,
Bloodlust, Bluebeard, The Brain That Wouldn't Die, The Carnival of Souls, The
Corpse Vanishes, Creature from the Haunted Sea, Dead Men Walk, Dementia 13,
Doomed to Die, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Fatal Hour,The Giant Gila Monster.
The Gorilla, The House on Haunted Hill, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Indestructible Man, The Invisible Ghost, The Killer Shrews, King of the Zombies, The Last
Man on Earth, Last Woman on Earth, The Little Shop of Horrors, The Mad Monster,
Maniac, Metropolis, Monster from a Prehistoric Planet, The Monster Maker, The
Monster Walks, Night of the Living Dead, Nightmare Castle, Nosferatu, One Body
Too Many, The Phantom from 10,000 Leagues, The Phantom of the Opera, Revolt of
the Zombies, The Screaming Skull, A Shriek in the Night, Swamp Women, The
Terror, Tormented, The Vampire Bat, White Zombie & The World Gone Mad. Mill
Creek
Jim Brickman Beautiful World Join pianist Jim Brickman for this concert of
uplifting music featuring new tunes and some special guests. Between solo numbers,
Brickman welcomes Jon Secada, Melinda Doolittle, Órla Fallon of Celtic Woman,
Arthur Hanlon and more. The set list includes 20 minutes of material not on the
album, with songs such as "Simple Gifts," "Harvest," "In the Mountain Air," "Island
Paradise," "Noche Pacifica," "Fallen Snow" and the inspirational title tune. PBS
Denise Austin: 3 Week Boot Camp Fitness expert Denise Austin leads two rigorous
20-minute workouts designed to help viewers drop two full sizes in three weeks. The
program kicks off with a demanding routine that blends cardio work and strength
training to build muscle and burn fat. To isolate and develop specific muscle groups,
Austin also incorporates dumbbells into a challenging set of interval drills. Finish up
with a quick bonus workout that sculpts abs fast. Lionsgate
Denise Austin: Body Makeover Mix Exercise guru Denise Austin directs a challenging strength-training workout to sculpt and tone the upper and lower body. Austin
incorporates Bar Method techniques and ballet movements to target specific muscle
groups, especially the core and abs. The workout can help people build up stamina
while burning off calories and fat, and includes both a track with Austin's instructions
and a music-only sequence. Liongate
The American Brew The Rich and Surprising History of Beer Sure, beer isn't an
American invention. But it's surprisingly important, historically speaking, as a
beverage that Americans have imbibed for centuries, and its buzz-worthy past is
explored here in this documentary-style portrait. From the earliest days of colonial
settlers who enjoyed home-brewed concoctions to modern-day developments in
beer-making technology, it's been one long intoxicating trip. PBS
Happiness with Tal Ben-Shahar What is happiness, and how can we achieve it?
Harvard University lecturer Tal Ben-Shahar attempts to answer these questions in this
PBS series based on his popular course that draws on academic research, the field of
positive psychology and more. First and foremost, however, Ben-Shahar shares his
experiences to show how expressing appreciation, simplifying life and taking care of
mind and body all contribute to a sense of well-being. PBS
Mummies: Secrets of the Pharaohs Modern science provides us with a fascinating
glimpse into the ancient world as researchers and archaeologists explore the mysteries
of the Egyptian mummies. By reconstructing DNA gathered from the pharaohs,
contemporary scientists may be able to learn more about human genetics and develop
innovative medical treatments for deadly diseases. Could the pharaohs have
possessed secrets beyond that of modern man? Christopher Lee narrates a documentary that proves that sometimes, in order to understand the future, you must first delve
into the distant past. Image
Barney We Love Our Family Barney, the world's most beloved purple dinosaur, has
been entertaining and enlightening children for more than two decades, and now he's
set his sights on exploring the joy, wonder and awesomeness of the all-important
family unit. Whether it's the comforting love of a mother, the wit and wisdom of a
grandparent or the delightful cooing of a newborn, Barney gives props to the people
who enrich our lives on a daily basis. Lionsgate
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The Adventures of Robin Hood Complete Series All four seasons of The Adventures of Robin Hood, starring Richard Greene as everyone's favorite hero of the
common people. Now all 143 episodes of this fan favorite television series can be
found in one eye-catching package. This classic television series ran from 1955 to
1960, featuring the tales of Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men. Richard
Greene stars as our gallant hero who fought the forces of the evil Prince John, his
local official the Sheriff of Nottingham and any aristocrat or ne'er-do-well who
threatened the common people and loyal subjects of King Richard. Robin and his
band lived in the shelter of Sherwood Forest, fighting their foes and hoping for the
day when their beloved King Richard will return from the Crusades to rule once
again. Mill Creek
Christmas with the King Family Tis the season to join the King Family, christened
Americas first family of song, in an all-new television special celebrating their
tuneful holiday TV spectaculars in Christmas With the King Family, on DVD. All
In the 60s and 70s, it just wasnʼt Christmas without the legendary King Family.
Catapulting to fame as one of the most popular television, recording and concert
acts of the era, the Kings hosted two network series and 17 holiday TV specials. In
celebration of the 45th anniversary of their ABC debut, join the King Family on
DVD for the first time ever as they take a heartwarming look back at their classic
specials in this all-new holiday TV event, coming to public television soon from
Polly O. Entertainment. In clips unseen for decades (now digitally remastered),
Infinity
Devotion: An Unauthorized Tribute to Michael Jackson From his musical debut at
the age of four to his sudden, tragic death in 2009, Michael Jackson remained one
of the world’s most successful, influential, and beloved pop stars. This unauthorized
biography charts the singer’s eventful--and sometimes controversial--life and career
through interviews with friends, family, and colleagues, delving into such topics as
his charity work, his moving memorial service, and his permanent spot as a tabloid
fixture. Infinity.
The World According to Miley Cyrus: An Unauthorized Story Star of her own
television show and a member of country music royalty (as Billy Ray Cyrus's
daughter), pop star Miley Cyrus sheds her "Hannah Montana" mask and talks about
what it's really like to be a teenage star in this documentary. From the fun of
walking the red carpet to the hard work of perfecting her singing and acting skills,
the film takes fans inside Miley's world. Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens also speak
about Miley. Infinity
Rock of Ages An Unauthorized Story on the Rolling Stones After 40+ years, the
Rolling Stones still fill stadiums and rock audiences. This documentary takes you
inside one of the biggest bands in music history, from their 1962 gig at London's
Marquee Club to their ride to the top. From a conjured Beatles rivalry to groupies,
drugs and high-profile antics, experience the Stones up close. A Keith Richards
profile and a Shine a Light documentary "making of" excerpt are bonuses. Infinity
Albino Farm Four college students investigate the disturbing legend of a fanatically
religious Ozark Mountain town with predictably terrifying results. Deep in the
Ozarks exists a town populated by sadistic, inbred misfits who prey on unsuspecting
travelers. For some adventure-seekers, the dark stories surrounding the Albino Farm
are simply too bizarre to resist. But as a group of naive students are about to
discover, some folklore has roots in reality, and their first trip to Albino Farm may
very well be their last. MTI
Judy Garland Show Volume One All The Emmy-nominated Judy Garland Show
ended its critically-acclaimed CBS-TV run after just one season (1963-64). Today,
those 26 variety shows are revered by many as the entertainment icon’s finest work.
Singing then-new material as well as the classics expected of her, this is the
legendary Judy at her peak. Also featured in volume one of this 13-volume
collector’s set is daughter Liza Minnelli, now a legend in her own right. Then just
17, Liza sings her off-Broadway hit "You Are for Loving" and displays her
renowned ability as a dancer on "Put on a Happy Face." Liza and Judy shine in the
duets "Together," "We Could Make Such Beautiful Music Together," "The Best is
Yet to Come," "Bye, Bye, Baby" and "Bob White"; and revive the "We’re a Couple
of Swells" tramp characters from Easter Parade. Also featured in a dazzling display
of song, dance and comedy are jazz greats Count Basie and his band and Mel
Torme, who perform solo and join the great Garland on such stunners as "I Hear
Music," "The Sweetest Sounds," "Strike Up the Band," "April in Paris" and
"Memories of You"; folk singer Judy Henske; and series regular Jerry Van Dyke
who trades quips with Soupy Sales. Judy also sings "A Cottage for Sale," "Hey,
Look Me Over," "Liza," "As Long as He Needs Me," and "Come Rain or Come
Shine," a highlight of Judy’s 45-year career. Restored and digitally remastered from
the original masters, this dynamic diva will move you like no one else! Look for all
13 volumes, each featuring two hour-long shows. Infinity
Hit Favorites: Trick or Treat Tales The thrills start with Thomas & Friends™ in a
ghostly adventure. Bob the Builder™ and Spud put on scary faces to protect a giant
pumpkin pie from hungry crows. Barney™ and Fifi learn that there’s more to a
costume than just dressing up. Angelina Ballerina™ sneaks into a costume ball and
Fireman Sam™ saves a furry friend from a chilling experience. Enjoy the season’s
sweetest collection of Trick Or Treat Tales! Lionsgate
Shaun the Sheep: Little Sheep of Horrors Follow the wry antics of Shaun the
claymation sheep in this collection of delightful shorts, including "Little Sheep of
Horrors," in which Shaun must retrieve a stray lamb from the farmer's house one dark
and stormy night. Spun off from the immensely popular Wallace & Gromit shorts,
these episodes find the ever-resourceful Shaun discovering new ways to fleece the
suspicious farmer and his cagey watchdog, Blitzer. Lionsgate
The Nail Struggling to get back into life after serving eight years in prison as a result
of an accident, Joey Nardone (Tony Luke Jr.) takes a job at his old gym, but it's in
fighting for someone else's future that the ex-boxer/ex-con begins to believe in his
own. When Nardone takes a scrawny 14-year-old bully target named Jesus (Paul
Orrantia) under his wing, both teacher and pupil blossom in this drama co-starring
William Forsythe and Tony Danza. MTI
Christmas Story Not to be confused with the 1983 Bob Clark classic of the same
name, this Christmas Story (alternately entitled Joulutarina) is actually a Scandinavian, Finnish-language production. An earnest period fantasy, it tells the story of the
altruistic giver St. Nicholas, the man who became Santa Claus in myth and legend and
whose life, shown here childhood on, radiates with messages of selflessness and
friendship. Lighting Media
Mutants Fear the Truth A mad scientist inadvertently unleashes the apocalypse while
attempting to create an addictive additive for a greedy manufacturer. Instead of
creating an army of compulsive consumers, it turns regular people into frenzied
mutants. When the infection begins to spread at an alarming rate, it's up to the head of
security and his girlfriend to contain the threat--or die trying. Perennial screen villain
Michael Ironside (Scanners, Total Recall) and action mainstay Steven Bauer
(Scarface, Traffic) co-star in this sci-fi thriller. North American

